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Abstract
In the context of abstract geometrical computation, computing with colored
line segments, we study the possibility of having an accumulation with small signal
machines, i.e., signal machines having only a very limited number of distinct speeds.
The cases of 2 and 4 speeds are trivial: we provide a proof that no machine can
produce an accumulation in the case of 2 speeds and exhibit an accumulation with
4 speeds.
The main result is the twofold case of 3 speeds. On the one hand, we prove
that accumulations cannot happen when all ratios between speeds and all ratios
between initial distances are rational. On the other hand, we provide examples of
an accumulation in the case of an irrational ratio between two speeds and in the
case of an irrational ratio between two distances in the initial configuration.
This dichotomy is explained by the presence of a phenomenon computing Eu-
clid’s algorithm (gcd): it stops if and only if its input is commensurate (i.e., of
rational ratio).
Keywords
Abstract Geometrical Computation; Signal Machine; Accumulation; Unconven-
tional Computing; Euclid’s Algorithm.
1 Introduction
Imagine yourself with some color pencils and a sheet of paper together with ruler and com-
pass. There is something drawn in a corner of the paper and you are given rules so as to ex-
tend the drawing. According to the rules and the initial drawing/configuration you might
stop soon, have to extend the paper indefinitely or draw forever in a bounded part of the
paper as on top of Fig. 1(a). Already on this simple setting emerges the usual questions
related to dynamical systems: liveness, unbounded orbit or convergence/accumulation.
∗This work was partially funded by the ANR project AGAPE, ANR-09-BLAN-0159-03.
†corresponding author: jerome.durand-lose@univ-orleans.fr
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In this article we concentrate on accumulation in the case where the dynamical system
is a signal machine in the context of abstract geometrical computation. In this setting,
one drawing direction is distinguished and used as time axis. Line segments are enlarged
synchronously until they intersect another one. This goes on until no more collision can
happen.
(a) Most basic accumulation. (b) 1 speed: no collision. (c) 2 speeds: no accumulation.
Figure 1: Basic cases.
The line segments are the traces of signals and their intersections are collisions of
signals. Each signal corresponds to some meta-signal. In-coming signals are removed
and new ones are emitted according to the meta-signals associated with the incoming
signals. This is called a collision rule. Signals that correspond to the same meta-signal
must travel at the same speed, the resulting traces are parallel. There are finitely many
meta-signals so there are finitely many collision rules.
The signals move on a one dimensional Euclidean space orthogonal to the temporal
axis (in the figures, space is horizontal and time elapses upwards). Considering the traces
leads to two dimensional drawings called space-time diagrams (as illustrated throughout
the article). Please let us point out that space and time are continuous spaces (the real
line) and that signals as well as collisions are dimensionless points. Computations are
exact, there is no noise nor approximation.
Signal machines are very powerful and colorful complex systems. Accumulation
is easy to achieve and is in fact the cornerstone to hypercomputation in the model
[Durand-Lose, 2009a]. In the present article, we investigate the minimum size of a ma-
chine so that an accumulation is possible or not. Already with four meta-signals of
different speeds (or directions on the drawing) an accumulation can happen as depicted
on Fig. 1(a).
In fact, we will see in the sequel of this article that the number of meta-signals is not
relevant; the relevant measure here is the number of different speeds and in the case of
three speeds, their values and the initial positions as explained below. One speed does
not even allow any collision (see Fig. 1(b)). With two speeds, the number of collisions is
finite and signals have to follow a regular grid which has no accumulation (see Fig. 1(c)).
When three signals of different speeds are present, in order to make accumulations
more likely to occur, we can imagine that each collision generates all signals. Then, in
the generated space-time diagrams, we can exhibit the emulation of Euclid’s algorithm
to compute some greatest common divisor (gcd). If the ratios involved are irrational,
then the algorithm does not stop and brings forth an accumulation. On the contrary, if
every ratio that could be involved in a gcd computation is rational, then a global gcd is
generated and some global regular mesh emerges. Whatever the number of meta-signals
and whatever the collision rules are, there is no way for the signals to escape this mesh.
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The signals have to be on the mesh and the mesh does not have any accumulation point.
Hence, the diagram cannot have an accumulation.
State of the art. Signal machines are one of the (unconventional) models of compu-
tation dealing with Euclidean geometry. To name a few, one can think of: Euclidean
abstract machines [Mycka et al., 2006, Huckenbeck, 1989], piecewise constant derivatives
systems [Bournez, 1997], colored universes [Jacopini and Sontacchi, 1990]. . .
Signal machines were originally introduced as a continuous counterpart of cellular
automaton to provide a context for the underlying Euclidean reasoning often found in
the discrete cellular automata literature as well as propose an abstract formalization of
the concept of signal [Durand-Lose, 2008b, Mazoyer, 1996, Mazoyer and Terrier, 1999].
Signal machines are able to compute in the classical Turing understanding. This
paper is somehow a companion to [Durand-Lose, 2011] where a Turing-universal signal
machine is presented with only 13 meta-signals and 4 speeds. This research takes place
in the quest for minimality in order to compute, and thus get unpredictable behavior.
Let us cite [Rogozhin, 1996, Woods and Neary, 2007] for Turing machines, [Cook, 2004,
Ollinger and Richard, 2011] for cellular automata, and [Margenstern, 2000] for a more
general picture.
Being in a continuous setting, signal machines can carry out analog computations
in the sense of both the BSS’s model [Blum et al., 1989, Durand-Lose, 2008a] and Com-
putable analysis [Weihrauch, 2000, Durand-Lose, 2009b].
Massive parallelism and the capability to approximate a fractal (with potentially
infinitely many accumulations) allows to provide efficient solutions to hard problems:
SAT for the class NP [Duchier et al., 2010] and Q-SAT for PSPACE [Duchier et al., 2012].
From previous work on signal machine, accumulations are known to be easy to generate.
They are a powerful tool to accelerate a computation and provide hypercomputation
[Durand-Lose, 2009a]. Recently, it has been proved that, starting from a rational machine
and configuration, the locations of isolated accumulations have to be d-c.e (difference
of computably enumerable) real numbers and that any such number can be reached
[Durand-Lose, 2012].
Outline. Formal definitions of signal machines, their dynamics, space-time diagrams,
properties and normalizations are given in Sec. 2, as well as an introductory example:
the computation of the remainder of Euclidean division (later embedded inside the gcd
computation). In Sec. 3, the case of two and four speeds are settled. Section 4 studies
the case of three speed systems, where the rationality of ratios enters into play. With an
irrational ratio in distances (resp. in speeds), an accumulation is susceptible to happen,
this is proven by following the steps of Euclid’s algorithm into the space-time diagram
and proving that the accumulation occurs in finite time. Otherwise, if all ratios are
rational, then we prove that all generated signals must be on a regular mesh, this mesh
has no accumulation, so that the initial space-time diagram cannot have any. Section 5
concludes this paper.
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2 Signal machines
This section introduces basic definitions about signal machines and their space-time dia-
grams, with several formulations: in terms of machines, topology and dynamics. Sub-
sect. 2.2 gives two toy examples —geometrical computation of a substraction and a
modulo— that will be used to implement Euclid’s algorithm with signals. Some notions
and geometrical properties such as affine transformations of machines and inclusions of
diagrams are given in Subsect. 2.3.
2.1 Definitions
We formalize here the definition of a signal machine, which corresponds to a set of meta-
signals, a speed function assigning a real speed to each meta-signal and a function de-
scribing the result of a meta-signals collision:
Definition 1 (Signal machine). A signal machineM is a triplet M = (M,S,R) where:
(i) M is a finite set of meta-signals;
(ii) S : M → R is the speed function which assigns a real speed value S(µ) to each
meta-signal µ;
(iii) R : P(M)→ P(M) is the collision function: each set of meta-signals C− ∈ P(M)
such that |C−| ≥ 2 and SC− is injective, is mapped to a set of meta-signals C+ so
that SC+ is injective.
Figure 2 provides an example of a very simple signal machine, and an evolution of this
machine, that we call a space-time diagram. The meta-signals are listed in Fig. 2(a), and
collision rules are given by Fig. 2(c). Figure 2(b) provides an example of a space-time
diagram for this machine.
Name Speed
s1 1
s2 −1/2
s3 3
s4 0
(a) Meta-signals.
Space
R
T
im
e
R+
s1
s1
s1
s4
s2
s2
s2
s2
s3
s3
(b) Space-time diagram.
{s2, s1} → {s2, s1, s3}
{s3, s4} → {s2}
(c) Collision rules.
Figure 2: Example of a signal machine and one of its possible evolution.
Condition (iii) ofR definition means that signals can collide only if they have distincts
speeds, and a collision involves at least two signals. The signals resulting from a collision
must also have distinct speeds. Since we interpret R(C−) = C+ as a rule, we rather note
C− → C+ instead of R(C−) = C+ .
We call n-speed machine any signal machine having exactly n distinct values for its
meta-signals speeds, i.e., M is a n-speed machine if |Im(S)| = n .
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Configurations. A configuration is a function from the real line (space) into the set of
meta-signals and collision rules plus two extra values:  (for nothing there) and Z (for
accumulation). We note V the set of values, i.e., V =M∪R∪{}∪{Z}. A configuration
can be seen as the “global state” of the signal machine at a given time, and describes the
presence and the disposition of signals and collisions in the space R.
Any signal or collision must be spatially isolated: there is nothing else but arbitrarily
closed. The accumulation points of non- locations must be Z. These are spatial static
accumulations.
Definition 2 (Configuration). A configuration, c, is a function from the real line into
meta-signals, rules,  and Z (let V =M∪R∪ {,Z} so that c : R→ V) such that:
(i) all signals and collisions are isolated:
∀x ∈ R, c(x) ∈M∪R ⇒ ∃ε > 0, ∀y, 0 < |x− y| < ε⇒ c(y) =  ;
(ii) spatial accumulation are marked accordingly: any x that is an accumulation point
of c−1(V \ {}) verifies c(x) = Z (x in R is an accumulation point of a subset E of
R iff ∀ε, 1 < |E ∩ (x− ε, x+ ε)|).
If there is a signal of speed s at x, then, unless there is a collision before, after a
duration ∆t, its position is x+ s·∆t. At a collision, all incoming signals are immediately
replaced by outgoing signals in the following configurations according to collision rules.
For the next definition, the support of a configuration c will denote the set of non--
valued positions, i.e., support(c) = {x ∈ R | c0(x) 6= }.
Definition 3 (Initial configuration). An initial configuration is a configuration c0 : R→
V so that:
(i) the support of c0 is finite, i.e., {x ∈ R | c0(x) 6= } is finite;
(ii) for all x ∈ R, c0(x) 6= Z .
Accumulations (the Z values) are forbidden in the initial configuration. The case of
an initial collision is interpreted by the possibility of having several signals with distinct
speeds at the same initial position: for an initial collision {µ1, . . . , µp} → {µ′1, . . . , µ′q}
occuring at position x, we rather note [µ′1, . . . , µ
′
q]@x or µ
′
1@x, . . . , µ
′
q@x. In this way,
an initial configuration can be expressed only in terms of signals at some positions (the
other positions taking the value ). So we can give an initial configuration c0 by a finite
set of the form c0 = {µ1@x1, . . . , µk@xk} where µi@xi means µi is initially located at
the spatial position xi i.e. c0(xi) = µi.
We insist that [µ′1, . . . , µ
′
q]@x = µ
′
1@x, . . . , µ
′
q@x is just a notation to simplify the
writing of collisions when we express a configuration as a set of non- values. But by
definition, a configuration c is a function from R in V : for each x ∈ R, the value c(x) is
unique (and is either a meta-signal, a collision, Z or ). We will also use this notation of
collision in any configuration (and not only for an initial one), and ct = {µ′1@x, . . . , µ′q@x}
has to be interpreted by “any collision producing {µ1, . . . , µ′q} and occuring at x”, i.e.,
ct(x) = C with C
+ = {µ′1, . . . , µ′q}. We allow initial configurations (and only initial
configurations) to contain some signals of distinct speeds at the same initial position,
even if this set of signals doesn’t correspond to a collision outcoming set of signals.
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Definition 4 (Rational signal machine). A signal machine is rational if all speeds are
rational numbers and non- positions in the initial configuration are also rational num-
bers.
Since the position of collisions are solutions of rational linear equations systems, they
are rational. In any space-time diagram of a rational signal machine, as long as there is
no accumulation, the coordinates of all the collisions are rational.
Definition 5 (Rational-like). A signal machine is rational-like if all its speeds are two-
by-two commensurate, i.e., all ratios between speeds are rationnal. A configuration is
rational-like if all distances are two-by-two commensurate.
This means that a signal machine is rational-like if all its speeds are rational up to a
multiplicative coefficient. In particular, any rational machine is rational-like.
Space-time diagrams. A space-time diagram can be formulated in a topological way,
based on the classical topology of R2, whose open sets are generated by the Euclidean dis-
tance. The topological formulation of diagram implies that space and time are considered
like a whole object —the space-time structure— and there is a priori no dynamics.
We define first a notion that will be used to define accumulation: the notion of causal
past of a point.
Definition 6 (Causal past and isolated accumulation). Let νmax (maximal right speed)
and νmin (maximal left speed) be the maximum and minimum values taken by the speed
function S. The value at position (x, t) in the space-time diagram only depends on the
values at the position on the causal past or backward light cone:
Γ−(x, t) =
{
(x′, t′)
∣∣∣ t′ < t ∧ νmax·(t′−t) < x′ − x < νmin·(t′−t)} .
This notion is illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
We can now give the formalization of space-time diagrams:
Definition 7 (Space-time diagram). A space-time diagram is a map D from a time
interval [0, T ] ⊂ R+ (T can be infinite) to the set of configurations (i.e. D can be identified
to a map R× R+ → V) such that:
(i) ∀t ∈ [0, T ] {x ∈ R | ct(x) 6= } is finite;
(ii) if ct(x) = µ ∈ M then ∃ti, tf ∈ [0, T ] with ti < t < tf or 0 = ti = t < tf or
ti < t = tf = T such that:
• ∀t′ ∈ ]ti, tf [ ct′(x+ S(µ)(t− t′)) = µ,
• ti = 0 or cti(xi) ∈ R and µ ∈ (cti(xi))+ where xi = x+ S(µ)(ti − t),
• tf = T or ctf (xf ) ∈ R and µ ∈ (ctf (xf ))− where xf = x+ S(µ)(tf − t);
(iii) if ct(x) = C
− → C+ ∈ R then ∃ ε > 0 ∀t′ ∈ [t− ε, t+ ε] ∀x′ ∈ [x− ε, x+ ε]
• ct′(x′) ∈ C− ∪ C+ ∪ {},
• ∀µ ∈ C− : ( ct′(x′) = µ )⇔ ( t < t′ and x′ = x+ S(µ)(t′ − t) ),
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• ∀µ ∈ C+ : ( ct′(x′) = µ )⇔ ( t′ < t and x′ = x+ S(µ)(t′ − t) );
(iv) if ct(x) = Z then
• ∃ ε > 0 ∀(x′, t′) /∈ Γ−(x, t) s.t. |x− x′| < ε, |t− t′| < ε we have ct′(x′) = ,
• ∀ ε > 0, |{ (x′, t′) ∈ Γ−(x, t) | t− ε < t′ < t ∧ ct′(x′) ∈ R }| =∞ .
As done for configurations, we can define the support of a diagram D by support(D) =
{(x, t) ∈ R× R+ | D(x, t) 6= }.
Equivalent diagrams. To formalize the idea that two geometrical computations are
“the same”, we define the notion of equivalent diagrams. Intuitively, two diagrams are
equivalent if they have the same structure, i.e., the same causality links between their re-
spective collisions and signals, independently of their positions or the meta-signal names.
We formalize such an invariancy of structure with the notion of homeomorphism: a dia-
gram obtained by a continuous transformation will keep the same structure.
Definition 8 (Equivalent diagrams). Let D and D′ two space-time diagrams with respec-
tive value sets V =M∪R∪ {,Z} and V ′ =M′ ∪R′ ∪ {,Z}. We say that D and D′
are equivalent if:
(i) there is an homeomorphism h : R× R+ → R× R+, and
(ii) there is a bijection Φ : V → V ′ so that Φ[M] = M′, Φ[R] = R′, Φ(Z) = Z
and Φ() =  and so that ∀µ ∈ M, ∀ρ ∈ R, µ ∈ C− (resp.C+) ⇒ Φ(µ) ∈
Φ(ρ)− (resp.Φ(ρ)+),
satisfying ∀(x, t) ∈ R× R+, D′(x, y) = Φ(D(h(x, y))).
The second condition means that Φ induces a bijection from the sets of meta-signals
of D into the set of meta-signals of D′ and from the set of rules of D to the set of rules of
D′ so that the place of meta-signals into the rules is kept.
Dynamics. We give a presentation of a machine evolution in terms of dynamics. This
definition has been introduced by [Durand-Lose, 2012], in which it has been used to
characterize the exact coordinates of isolated accumulations.
Definition 9 (Dynamics). Considering a configuration c, the time to the next collision,
∆(c), is equal to the minimum of the positive real numbers d such that:
∃x1, x2 ∈ R,∃µ1, µ2 ∈M

x1 + d·S(µ1) = x2 + d·S(µ2)
c(x1) = µ1 ∨ (c(x1) = C− → C+ ∧ µ1 ∈ C+)
c(x2) = µ2 ∨ (c(x2) = C− → C+ ∧ µ2 ∈ C+)
.
It is +∞ if there is no such d.
Let ct be the configuration at time t; for t
′ between t and t+ ∆(ct), the configuration
at t′ is defined as follows. First, signals are set according to ct′(x′) = µ iff ct(x) =
µ ∨ (ct(x) = C− → C+ ∧ µ ∈ C+) where x = x′ + (t−t′)·S(µ). There is no collision to
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set (t′ is before the next collision). Then (static) accumulations are set: ct′(x′) = Z iff x′
is an accumulation point of c−1t′ (M). It is  everywhere else.
For the configuration at t′ = t+ ∆(ct), collisions are set first: ct′(x′) = C− → C+ iff
for all µ ∈ C−, ct(xµ) = µ∨ (ct(xµ) = C− → C+ ∧ µ ∈ C+) where xµ = x′ + (t−t′)·S(µ).
Then meta-signals are set (where there is not already a collision), and finally (static)
accumulations.
The sequence of collision time is defined by: t0 = 0, tn+1 = tn+∆(ctn). This sequence
is finite if there is an n such that ∆(ctn) = +∞. Otherwise, since it is non-decreasing,
it admits a limit. If the sequence is finite or its limit is infinite, then the whole space-
time diagram is defined. These cases are of no interest here since there are no non-static
accumulations.
Only the last case is considered from now on: there is a finite limit, say t˜. The
configuration at t˜ is defined as follows. First (dynamic) accumulations are set: ct˜(x) = Z
iff ∀ε > 0 then there exists x′ and t′ such that |x−x′| < ε, t˜− ε < t′ < t˜ and ct′(x′) ∈ R.
Then collisions are set: ct˜(x) = C
− → C+ iff for all µ ∈ C−, ∃ε, ∀ε′, 0<ε′<ε, holds
ct˜−ε′(x
′ − ε′·S(µ)) = µ. Then meta-signals are set: ct˜(x) = µ iff ∃ε, ∀ε′, 0<ε′<ε, then
ct˜−ε′(x
′ − ε′·S(µ)) = µ. Finally, static accumulations are set.
At each time, a position is set only if it is not already set. At the end every unset
position is assigned by . The dynamics is uniform in both space and time. Please note
that this definition does not always define an extension to the computation (when there
are infinitely many signals, ∆(c) is an infimum that could be equal to zero), nevertheless
it does, in the cases considered here. Figure 3(b) illustrates the sequence of collision times
for the previously given in example.
Space
T
im
e
m
ax
left
speed
ma
x r
igh
t s
pe
ed
(x, t)
causal past
Γ−(x, t)
(a) Causal past or backward light cone.
Space
Time
t0
t1
t2
t3
(b) First collision times of the diagram of Fig. 2(b).
Figure 3: Example of a space-time diagram and causal past.
Notations. In the whole paper, M will always designate a signal machine, and the
function (resp. the parameters) of the machine can be indicated as index (resp. expo-
nent). For instance,Ma,b2 will designate a 2-speed machine, having its speed values equal
to a and b. A signal name will be noted in sf font, and the sign of its speed will be
indicated by a right or left overlined arrow. Configurations at time t will always be noted
by ct, and some parameters can be expressed as exponent, e.g., c
x
0 stands for an initial
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configuration in which the value x is used for some positions. The notations D and V
respectively represent diagrams and diagrams values, i.e., V is the setM∪R∪{}∪{Z}.
2.2 A 3-speed toy example: computing the modulo
When considering small signal machines, that is with few distinct speeds, one natural
question is whether such machines can still process meaningful computations. As a matter
of fact, we may see in Sec. 3.2 that allowing only two distinct speeds is too restrictive.
In this section, we provide two detailed (yet informal) examples of 3-speed machines
illustrating our computational model on simple practical algorithms. Those two machines
geometrically compute the subtraction and modulo operators, respectively, between two
positive reals.
The notions of euclidean division, modulo and greatest common divisor (which will
be used in Sec. 4.1), usually defined above integers, are generalized here to real numbers
in a natural way. More precisely, for a, b ∈ R, the euclidean division (or integer division)
of a by b is the unique n ∈ Z (given by ba
b
c) so that a = b · n + r, where r ∈ R and
0 ≤ r < |b|. The remainder r defines the value of a modulo b, noted by a mod b. We say
that the real number b divides the real number a if a mod b = 0. The greatest common
divisor of two reals a and b, denoted by gcd(a, b), is the greatest real which divides both
a and b. By now, we will only consider positive real numbers, since divisions, modulo
and gcd of any reals can easily be deduced from those of their absolute values.
Geometrical encoding of a value. There may be several ways to geometrically en-
code values in a signal machine. In this article, we choose to encode any value x 6= 0
(integer or real) by the distance between two stationary signals w0 and wx (where w
stands for “wall”), the stationary signal w0 being unique and common to every encoded
value.
A 3-speed machine for the subtraction. We first illustrate our computational model
by constructing a 3-speed machine Msub computing a single subtraction a − b between
two positive values a and b. For the sake of comprehension, we suppose a > b.
We define meta-signals and collision rules in order to implement the following idea.
The two positive values a and b are encoded by the distance between a common sta-
tionary meta-signal w0 and respective stationary meta-signals wa and wb, as explained
above. Using several temporary meta-signals of speed −1 and 1 (−→zig, ←−zag, −→ZIG, ←−−ZAG),
we geometrically copy the distance between w0 and wb, which represents the value b,
and shift the signal wa to the left by this exact distance (which is then renamed wr
as being the result of the subtraction operation). The initial configuration is set to
ca,b0 = {
−→
init@−1,w0@0,wb@b,wa@a}.
Using basic geometry notions and observing that the signals shifting operation defines
a parallelogram on the machine’s diagram, one can easily prove that the position of the
signal wr is such that the distance between w0 and wr corresponds exactly to r = a− b.
The definition of this machine is given in Fig. 4(a), and we give a run example of this
machine for values a = 11 and b = 3 in Fig. 4(b).
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Meta-signals Speeds
−→
init,
−→
zig,
−→
ZIG 1
w0, wa, wb, wr 0
←−zag, ←−−ZAG −1
Collision rules
(1) { −→init, wb } → { ←−zag, wb, −→ZIG }
(2) { w0, ←−zag } → { w0, −→zig }
(3) { −→zig, wb } → { −→ZIG }
(4) { −→ZIG, wa } → { ←−−ZAG }
(5) { wb, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG, wb }
(6) { −→ZIG, ←−−ZAG } → { wr }
(7) { −→zig, ←−−ZAG } → { wr }
(8) { −→zig, wb, ←−−ZAG } → { wr }
(a) Meta-signals and collisions rules of Msub.
wb−→init
←−zag
w0
wb
−→zig
wa
−→ZIG
←−−ZAG
−→ZIG
w0
wr
a
b
a− b
(b) A run of Msub, computing 11− 3 = 8.
Figure 4: Computation of the subtraction operator, using three distinct speeds.
A 3-speed machine for the modulo. We now construct a 3-speed machine Mmod
computing the mathematical operation a mod b between two positive values a and b. This
mathematical operation corresponds basically to successive (possibly zero) subtractions
of b to a until the result is strictly smaller than b. We therefore consider and adapt the
3-speed machine Msub defined above which computes a single subtraction a− b.
We define meta-signals and collision rules in order to implement the following idea.
As for the Msub 3-speed machine, the two positive values a and b are encoded by the
distance between a stationary meta-signal w0 and respective stationary signals wa and
wb. We reuse most of the meta-signals and collision rules defined for the Msub 3-speed
machine, and adapt rules 3, 5, 6 and 7 ofMsub so that the machine repeats the subtraction
operation as long as the result r = a− i×b is still greater or equal to b (where i ≥ 0 is the
number of subtractions processed so far), that is as long as the shift of the meta-signal wr
has not crossed the meta-signal wa. Note that the collisions rules handling the end of the
computation must consider the two possible cases, where either r = a mod b > 0 (rule 8)
or r = a mod b = 0 (rule 6, then rule 9). The initial configuration of this machine is set
to ca,b0 = {
−→
init@− 1,w0@0,wb@b,wa@a}.
As for the previous machine, using basic geometry notions and observing that the
signals shifting operation defines a parallelogram on the machine’s diagram, one can
easily prove that the position of the final signal wr is such that the distance between w0
and wr corresponds exactly to r = a mod b. The definition of this machine is given in
Fig. 5(a), and we give a run example of this machine for a = 11 and b = 3 in Fig. 5(b).
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Meta-signals Speeds
−→
init,
−→
zig,
−→
ZIG 1
w0, wa, wb, wr 0
←−zag, ←−−ZAG −1
Collision rules
(1) { −→init, wb } → { ←−zag, wb, −→ZIG }
(2) { w0, ←−zag } → { w0, −→zig }
(3) { −→zig, wb } → { ←−zag, wb, −→ZIG }
(4) { −→ZIG, wa } → { ←−−ZAG }
(5) { wb, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG }
(6) { −→zig, wb, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG }
(7) { −→ZIG, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG }
(8) { −→zig, ←−−ZAG } → { wr }
(9) { w0, ←−−ZAG } → { w0 }
(a) Meta-signals and collisions rules ofMmod.
wb−→init
←−zag
w0
wb
−→zig
wa
−→ZIG
←−zag
w0
←−−ZAG
−→ZIG
wb
−→zig
←−−ZAG−→ZIG
←−zag
w0
←−−ZAG
wb
←−−ZAG−→zigw0
wr
a
b
a mod b
(b) A run ofMmod, computing 11 mod
3 = 2.
Figure 5: Computation of the modulo (Mmod), using three distinct speeds.
2.3 Some geometrical properties
We give some properties and relations between signal machines, which will be useful for
characterizing diagrams having accumulations, relatively to diagrams of some other ma-
chines. Notions and properties presented below define informally relations of embedding
and equivalence between signal machines, based on Def. 8 of equivalent diagrams. Indeed,
two signal machines generating equivalent diagrams are intuitively equivalent. We also
introduce a notion of inclusion between diagrams.
Transformations under affine functions. We show in this paragraph that every
signal machine can be transformed into an equivalent signal machine whose speed values
include 0 and 1 (or any two other distinct real numbers). In fact, we show that applying
an affine function to speed values does not change the space-time diagram structure:
Lemma 1. Let M be a signal machine and f : R → R an affine function of strictly
positive ratio. Let Mf be the signal machine obtained by applying f to all speeds of M,
i.e., the speed function of Mf is f ◦ S (where S is the one of M). Then Mf generates
space-time diagrams topologicaly equivalent to the ones generated by the machine M.
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Proof. Let a ∈ R+ and b ∈ R so that f(x) = a ·x+ b for all x ∈ R. Let D be a space-time
diagram of M and D′ the diagram generated by Mf with the same initial configuration.
Adding the constant b to all speeds drifts progressively all positions and leaves all dates
unchanged. It can easily be checked that for all (x, t) ∈ R×R+, D′(x, t) = D(x− b · t, t) .
In the case of a signal µ located in x0 at a given time t, its new position (in D) after a
time duration ∆t is given by x1 = ∆t · S(µ) +x0 (unless it collides before). In D′, its new
position is given by x′1 = ∆t · (S(µ) + b) +x0 = ∆t · S(µ) +x0 + ∆t · b = x1 + ∆t · b and we
have indeed D′(x, t) = D(x− b · t, t) . In the case of a collision happening at coordinates
(x, t) between two signals µ1 and µ2 (if more than two signals collide, the argument is
the same but with a system of equations instead of one), we know that there is a time t0
so that t is solution of the equation (t− t0) · S(µ1) + x1 = (t− t0) · S(µ2) + x2 , where x1
(resp. x2) is the spatial position of µ1 (resp. µ2) at time t0. Adding b to speeds does not
change the equation ((t − t0) · b = ∆t · b appears on both side of the equation), so that
the time t of the collision remains the same in the drifted diagram D′. After drifting, the
new location x′ of the collision is given by x′ = (t − t0) · (S(µ1) + b) + x1 = x + ∆t · b ,
so we also obtain in the case of a collision D′(x, t) = D(x − b · t, t) . As position of all
signals and collisions are drifted, the position of an accumulation will also be drifted.
We show in the same way that multiplying all speeds by a modifies all dates but
keep the spatial position values (because a > 0). We have for all (x, t) ∈ R × R+,
D′(x, t) = D(x, a · t) .
Finally, applying f to speeds is equivalent to the condition that for all (x, t) ∈ R×R+,
D′(x, t) = D(x− b · t, a · t) .
Since adding b to speeds only drifts all positions and multiplying speeds by a con-
tracts (or distends) uniformly all times, parallel signals, colliding signals and simultaneous
collisions in D still are in D′.
The function h : R × R+ → R × R+ defined by h(x, t) = (x − b · t, a · t) is a home-
omorphism (both components of h are continuous and the bijectivity is easily checked).
So there exists a homeomorphism h so that for all (x, t) ∈ R×R+, D′(x, t) = D(h(x, t)),
i.e., D and D′ are equivalent by Def. 8.
It follows that, given a signal machine M whose speed values include a and b (with
a < b), we can always transform M into an equivalent machine Mf so that speed values
of Mf include the values c and d with c < d. Indeed, the function f : R → R given
by f(x) = d−c
b−a · x + cb−adb−a is an affine function of strictly positive ratio (since c < d and
a < b), and f verifies f(a) = c and f(b) = d. We obtain by the previous lemma that M
and Mf generate equivalent topological space-time diagrams.
We show the same way that we can apply affine functions to initial configurations
without changing the structure of the generated diagram:
Lemma 2. Let f : R→ R be an affine function of strictly positive ratio and D a diagram
generated by a machine M from a configuration c0. Then the diagram D′ generated by
M from the configuration c′0 defined by c
′
0(x) = c0(f(x)) for all x ∈ R, is equivalent to
the diagram D.
Indeed, for all (x, t) ∈ R× R+, we have D′(x, t) = D(x− b, 1
a
· t).
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Notion of support. We will define now a notion of support, both for machines and
diagrams. Intuitively, given a signal machine M, the support signal machine M̂ of M
will be defined by considering the set of distinct speed values of M. As we are looking
for accumulations, all the collision rules will be set to produce the maximal number of
outcoming signals. This follows the intuitive idea that accumulations occur more easily
when collisions create a lot of signals. Then, any space-time diagram of M will be
embedded into a support space-time diagram of M̂, with the property of keeping the
existence of accumulations.
Let M = (M,S,R) be a signal machine. We define on M the binary relation ∼ so
that for all µ, σ ∈ M, µ ∼ σ ⇔ S(µ) = S(σ). ∼ is clearly an equivalence relation. An
equivalence class for ∼ contains exactly all meta-signals of M having the same speed.
We write [µ]∼ to designate the equivalence class of the meta-signal µ. Since each class
is finite, we can choose a system of representants {µi}1≤i≤n, where n is the number of
equivalence classes, i.e., the number of distinct speed values of M.
Definition 10. Let M = (M,S,R) be a signal machine. The support machine M̂ ofM
is the machine M̂ = (M′,S ′,R′) so that:
(i) M′ =M/∼ ;
(ii) S ′ :M′ → R is defined by S ′([µ]∼) = S(µ) for all µ;
(iii) R′ = { C− → C+ | C− ⊆M′, |C−| ≥ 2 and C+ =M′ }.
For each distinct speed value, we choose only one meta-signal of the original machine
M having this speed. The set of collision rules is defined as follow: for each possible
collision, the set of outcoming signals is M′ (the whole set of meta-signals). Such rules
can be defined since all meta-signals in M′ have distinct speeds. Note that if M is a
n-speed machine, then M̂ is also a n-speed machine.
We can extend the canonical surjection µ 7→ [µ]∼ into a surjection Π : R → R′. For
each C = {µ−i }i∈I → {µ+j }j∈J ∈ R, we define Π(C) = C ′ ∈ R′ where C ′ = {[µ−i ]∼} →M′
(since the set of outcoming meta-signals of C ′ is the whole set of meta-signals M′, C ′ is
indeed in R’ defined previously). We can also extend this surjection to the set of initial
configurations. Given an initial configuration c0 of the machine M, we write ĉ0 for the
configuration c0 in which every meta-signal µ is replaced by the meta-signal [µ]∼. Clearly,
ĉ0 is an initial configuration of the machine M̂.
We can now define the notion of support space-time diagram:
Definition 11 (Support diagram). Let D be a space-time diagram of the signal machine
M started from the initial configuration c0. We define D̂, the support diagram of D, as
the space-time diagram of M̂ executed on the initial configuration ĉ0.
This notion of support diagram of another diagram has to be carefully distinguished
from the notion of support of a diagram: the support diagram of a diagram D is a diagram
(generated by a support machine) whereas the support of the diagram D is a set (given
by support(D) = {(x, t) ∈ R× R+ | D(x, t) 6= }.
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RR+
(a) A space-time diagram.
R
R+
(b) The corresponding support diagram.
Figure 6: A space-time diagram and its support diagram.
Inclusion of diagrams. A relation of inclusion can be defined between diagrams (resp.
configurations): a diagram (resp. configuration) is said to be included in another diagram
(resp. configuration) if all its non- positions are also non- positions for the second
diagram (resp. configuration).
Definition 12 (Diagrams inclusion). Let D and D′ be two space-time diagrams, respec-
tively defined on R× [0;T ] and R× [0;T ′]. We say that D′ is included in D (or that D′ is
supported by D) if support(D′) ∩ R× [0; inf(T, T ′)] ⊆ support(D) ∩ R× [0; inf(T, T ′)].
We note D′ ⊆ D if D′ is included in D. The restriction of supports to the set R ×
[0; inf(T, T ′)] is necessary to compare supports of diagrams only on a space-time area on
which they are both defined.
We can show that support diagrams “bound” the structures of diagrams in the sense
that any diagram is included in its support diagram:
Lemma 3. For any diagram D, we have D ⊆ D̂.
Proof. Let D be a diagram of a signal machine M = (M,S,R) and D̂ be the support
diagram of D, generated by M̂ = (M′,S ′,R′), the support machine of M. Suppose
that D and D̂ are respectively defined on R× [0;T ] and R× [0;T ′]. Taking the support
diagram do not remove any signal or collision of the previous diagram and can only
add new object. For each signal (resp. collision) in D ∩ R × [0; inf(T, T ′)] occuring
at (x, t), there exists a signal (resp. a collision) in D̂ ∩ R × [0; inf(T, T ′)] occuring at
(x, t). Indeed, for a collision C = {µ−i }i∈I → {µ+j }j∈J so that D(x, t) = C, we have
D̂(x, t) = Π(C) = {[µ−i ]∼}i∈I → M′ . Π(C) has the same position (x, t) that C, but it
outputs more signals, corresponding exactly to all meta-signals of the support machine.
For a signal µ so that D(x, t) = µ, either t = 0 and we have D̂(x, t) = D̂[0](x) = [µ]∼ ,
or µ was created by a collision C at (x0, t0). In this case, we have D̂(x0, t0) = Π(C) and
the set of outcoming signals of Π(C) isM′, so Π(C) generates the signal [µ]∼. As µ and
[µ]∼ are both generated in (x0, t0) in their respective diagrams and as their speeds are
equal by definition of [µ]∼, they have the same motion equations and will take the same
positions. In particular we have D̂(x, t) = [µ]∼ . So in both cases, if D(x, t) = µ then
D̂(x, t) = [µ]∼ .
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Assume that D contains an accumulation at (x, t): D(x, t) = Z. There is an infinite
number of signals and collisions in Γ−(x, t) (the causal past of (x, t) in D). As for every
signal (resp. collision) occuring in Γ−(x, t) in the diagram D, there is a signal (resp. a
collision) exactly at the same position in the support diagram D̂, there must also be an
infinite number of signals and collisions in Γ̂−(x, t), the causal past of (x, t) in D̂. So we
have D̂(x, t) = Z .
Finally, we have ∀(x, t) D(x, t) 6=  ⇒ D̂ 6= , i.e., support(D) ⊆ support(D̂).
More generally, we can show that the relation of inclusion between diagrams keeps
the existence of accumulations:
Lemma 4. Let D and D′ be two diagrams so that D′ ⊆ D. Then:
∀(x, t) ∈ R× R+ D(x, t) 6= Z ⇒ ∀(x, t) ∈ R× R+ D′(x, t) 6= Z.
That is, if D′ is included in D and D have no accumulation, then neither does D′.
Proof. We have support(D′) ⊆ support(D). Since D doesn’t contain any accumulation, we
have ∀(x, t) ∈ R×R+, D(x, t) 6= Z. For all (x, t) and for all neighbourhood V(x,t) ⊆ R×R+,
there is only a finite number of non- positions in V(x,t), i.e. V(x,t) ∩ support(D) is finite.
From support(D′) ⊆ support(D), we deduce that V(x,t) ∩ support(D′) is also finite. So for
all (x, t) ∈ R× R+, D′(x, t) 6= Z i.e. D′ have no accumulation.
Combination of Lem. 3 and 4 implies the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Let D be a space-time diagram of a machine M. If D̂ doesn’t contain any
accumulation, then neither does D.
We can also define the notion of inclusion of configurations: a configuration c′ is
included in a configuration c if support(c′) ⊆ support(c).
Please note that by definition of support machines, if two initial configurations c0 and
c′0 of the same support machine, producing respectively the diagrams D and D′ (which
are support diagrams since the machine is a support machine), are such that any signal
in c′0 is also in c0 at the same position, it follows that D′ is included in D.
Topological accumulations and dynamics. The following lemma links accumula-
tion with dynamics:
Lemma 5. There is a (dynamic) accumulation at (x, t) if and only if there exists a
sequence (Cn)n∈N of collisions ordered by dates so that lim
n→∞
(xn, tn) = (x, t), where (xn, tn)
are the coordinates of the collision Cn.
Proof. In the case of a dynamic accumulation at (x, t), Def. 6 provides the sequence
(Cn)n∈N: it is the sequence of collisions accumulating in Γ− (x,t), the causal past of (x, t).
Since for all n, Cn ∈ Γ−(x, t), we have lim
n→∞
(xn, tn) = (x, t). For the other implication,
Def. 9 implies directly that (x, t) is a dynamic accumulation.
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3 Cases of 2 and 4 speeds
This paper deals with the link between accumulation and the numer of speeds of a signal
machine. We address in this section two cases that provide some bounds on the number of
speeds that allow or forbid accumulations: they can be generated by 4-speed machines,
whereas 2-speed machines are unable to produce accumulations. The case of 1-speed
signal machines is not detailed since it is trivial (no collision can occur between signals
having the same speed), and the border case of 3-speed machines will be handled in
Sec. 4.
3.1 Case of 4 speeds
The case of 4 speeds is directly settled by an accumulation example with a 4-speed
machine, and we prove here formally that the diagram of Fig. 1(a) in Sec. 1 contains an
accumulation.
Zeno’s paradoxes. Accumulations can be seen as a variant of the famous Zeno’s para-
dox called the dichotomy paradox. This paradox is a characterization of continuous spaces,
in which distances can be divided infinitely in smaller non-zero parts. Yet, such a distance
can be runned in a finite time even though an infinite number of (smaller and smaller)
distances have to be runned. Accumulations can be understood in this paradox meaning:
an accumulation is the realization of an infinite number of steps —mainly collisions—
during a finite time. For instance, the accumulation given below corresponds to an infi-
nite number of back-and-forth (with two collisions at each step) between two signals so
that the distance between them gets smaller and smaller.
A simple example of accumulation with 4 speeds. To provide the simple accu-
mulation of Fig. 7(b) with only 4 distinct speeds, we consider the signal machine M4
defined by Fig. 7(a), in which collision rules define a bounce of
−→
zig (resp. ←−zag) on ←−−right
(resp.
−→
left).
Meta-signal Speed
−→
zig 4
−→
left 1/2
←−−
right −1/2
←−zag −4
Collision rules
{ −→left, ←−zag } → { −→left, −→zig }
{ −→zig, ←−−right } → { ←−zag, ←−−right }
(a) Meta-signals and rules of M4.
←−−
right
−→
zig
←−zag
−→
left
←−−
right
−→
zig−→left
(b) Accumulating with 4 speeds.
Figure 7: Meta-signals, rules and an accumulation of the machine M4.
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This machine allows to generate an accumulation, when started from a well-chosen
but very simple initial configuration:
Lemma 6. The signal machineM4 generates an accumulation at coordinates (0, 2) when
started from c0 = { −→left@−1, −→zig@−1, ←−−right@1 },
Proof. We consider the sequence (Cn)n∈N of consecutive collisions on the diagram gen-
erated by M4 from the configuration c0 and we note (xn, tn) the corresponding (spatial
and temporal) coordinates. We also define δn as the duration between two consecutive
collisions Cn and Cn+1, i.e., δn = tn+1 − tn .
We compute coordinates of each Cn and show that the sequence of collisions happening
during the computation is an alternation of the two collision rules defined previously, i.e.,
for all n ≥ 0 we have:
Cn =
{
{−→zig,←−−right} → {←−zag,←−−right} if n is odd (right-bounce)
{−→left,←−zag} → {−→left,−→zig} if n is even (left-bounce)
.
We suppose by convention that C0 of coordinate (x0, t0) is so that x0 = −1 (initial
positions of
−→
left and
−→
zig) and t0 = 0, and that C0 is a right-bounce. This can be interpreted
as a collision happening in the initial configuration and produces the same configuration
as c0. Note that positions of
−→
left and
←−−
right are always opposite since they have opposite
speeds and they are initially disposed symetrically to 0 (collision rules ensure that they
keep their motions after each collision).
Suppose that a configuration at a time tn is ctn = {
−→
left@xn,
−→
zig@xn,
←−−
right@−xn }.
Any configuration coming from a left-bounce collision Cn of coordinates (xn, tn) verifies
this displaying of signals. In particular, this is the case for the initial configuration c0
with x0 = −1. It is clear from the disposition of signals that the next collision Cn+1
to happen is a right-bounce i.e. {−→zig, ←−−right} → {←−zag, ←−−right} because −→zig (of speed 4) is
moving right and is located on the left of
←−−
right (of speed −1
2
) which is moving left. Signals−→
left and
−→
zig cannot collide since
−→
left is on the left of
−→
zig, which moves to the right faster
than
−→
left. The collision between
−→
zig and
←−−
right is deduced from the respective dynamics,
and its coordinates (x, t) satisfy:
{
x = 4 · (t− tn) + xn (motion of −→zig)
x = −1
2
· (t− tn)− xn (motion of ←−−right)
.
At the time tn+1, the next collision happens and both signals
−→
zig and
←−−
right occupy the
same position after the duration δn = tn+1 − tn which satisfies 4 · δn + xn = −12 · δn − xn.
The delay δn and the position xn+1 are given by:
δn = −4
9
· xn and xn+1 = −7
9
· xn . (1)
Since incoming signals of the collision Cn+1 have been replaced by outcoming signals, the
configuration at the time tn+1 is given by: ctn+1 = {
−→
left@−xn+1, ←−zag@xn+1, ←−−right@xn+1 }.
For the symmetric case, when ctn = {
−→
left@−xn, −→zig@xn, ←−−right@xn } and Cn is a
right-bounce, the next collision Cn+1 is a left-bounce and we obtain by the same way its
position xn+1 and the duration δn between Cn and Cn+1:
δn =
4
9
· xn and xn+1 = −7
9
· xn (2)
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So, starting from the initial configuration c0 and applying successively the previ-
ous computations for each configuration after each collision, we obtain an alternation of
right-bounces and left-bounces (starting with a right-bounce). By Eq. (1) and Eq. (2),
sequences (xn)n∈N and (δn)n∈N satisfy:{
x0 = −1 ; xn+1 = −79 · xn
δn = (−1)n+1 · 49 · xn
which gives ∀n ∈ N,
{
xn = (−1)n+1 ·
(
7
9
)n
δn =
4
9
· (7
9
)n .
Finally, from the relation tn+1 = tn + δn and t0 = 0, we obtain for all n ∈ N :
tn+1 =
n∑
i=0
δi =
n∑
i=0
4
9
×
(
7
9
)i
=
4
9
×
n∑
i=1
(
7
9
)i
.
The sequence (tn)n∈N is infinite, strictly increasing and positive. It admits a limit which
is given by the sum of the geometrical sequence of ratio 7
9
< 1 :
lim
n→∞
tn =
4
9
× lim
n→∞
n∑
i=0
(
7
9
)i
=
4
9
× 1
1− 7
9
= 2 .
The sequence (xn)n∈N of spatial positions also admits a limit:
lim
n→∞
xn = lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣(−1)n · (79
)n∣∣∣∣ = limn→∞
(
7
9
)n
= 0 .
So the machineM4 runned from initial configuration c0 produces a sequence of successive
collisions at coordinates (xn, tn) satisfying lim
n→∞
(xn, tn) = (0, 2). According to Def. 9 and
Lem. 5, we have ct˜(0) = c2(0) = Z, i.e., the point (0, 2) is an accumulation.
Example of the machine M4 gives us the following:
Corollary 2. Accumulations can be generated by 4-speed signal machines.
Remark. As soon as a signal machine contains four meta-signals, all having distinct
speeds so that two of them can bounce alternatively between the two other ones, then
this signal machine can generate accumulations in kind of the one described above (with
proper initial positions for three of these four meta-signals). This suggests that the ability
to accumulate is not so rare for signal machines having a sufficient number of speed values.
3.2 Case of 2 speeds
We now consider the case of 2-speed machines, and prove that no matter what are these
two speeds, no accumulation can occur in such machine.
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Reduction to a normalized machine. Let Ma,b = (M,S,R) be a signal machine
with meta-signals having only two distinct speeds a, b ∈ R with a < b. We define a
function g : R → R by g(x) = x
b−a − ab−a . We have g(a) = 0 and g(b) = 1 (in fact, g is
the function f defined in Subsect. 2.3, with c = 0 and d = 1).
We normalize the machineMa,b into the machineM0,1 = (M,S ′,R) where S ′ = g◦S.
Speed values of M0,1 are 0 and 1. As g is an affine function with a strictly positive ratio
(because a < b) and M0,1 = Ma,bg , we obtain by Lem. 1 that M
0,1 produces space-
time diagrams equivalent to the ones generated by Ma,b. In particular, if Ma,b produces
accumulations, then M0,1 will also produce accumulations.
Accumulating is impossible with only 2 speeds. We can now give the proof that
no signal machine having only two distinct speeds can produce an accumulation. By
Lem. 1 and Coro. 1, it is enough to prove that no accumulation can occur in any support
diagrams of the signal machine having only two meta-signals, one of speed 0 and one of
speed 1.
Hence we can consider, without any loss of generality, a signal machine M2 having
only two meta-signals: S of speed 0 and
−→
R of speed 1. As M2 contains only two meta-
signals, there is only one collision rule to be defined in the machine and to have M2 to
be a support machine, we necessarily have: {−→R , S} → {S,−→R } .
Lemma 7. Let c0 an initial configuration for M2. Let i be the number of signals
−→
R in
c0 and j the number of signals S. Then the diagram generated by M2 starting from c0
contains at most i× j collisions.
Proof. Any finite initial configuration (see e.g. Fig. 8(a)) can be rearranged in an initial
configuration that maximize the number of possible collisions. Indeed, the maximum
number of collisions is obtained if each signal
−→
R collides with each signal S. This is
possible only if each
−→
R is initially disposed at the left of each signal S. So for computing
the exact upper-bound of the number of collisions, we consider an initial configuration
similar to the one displayed Fig. 8(b), i.e., the position of each signal
−→
R is strictly lower
than the positions of any signal S.
(a) Diagram from a random initial configuration. (b) Bounding the number of collisions.
Figure 8: Diagrams of the machine M2.
Since the unique collision rule outputs all incoming signals, each signal
−→
R is not anni-
hilated after colliding the first (i.e., the left-most) signal S encountered but
−→
R continues
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and collides with all the signals S, that is the j signals S present in the initial configura-
tion. After colliding the last (i.e., the right-most) signal S,
−→
R propagates to the right ad
infinitum and does not collide again.
Thus each signal
−→
R generates j collisions. As the number of signals
−→
R is i and as
each one collides with all signals S, the total number of collisions is i× j .
Remark. Given n signals in the initial configuration, the maximum number of collisions
i × j is obtained by taking i = bn
2
c signals −→R and j = n − i signals S in the initial
configuration so that each signal
−→
R is initially located at the left of any signal S.
Proposition 1. Accumulations cannot be generated by a signal machine (rational-like or
not) having only two distinct speeds and starting from a finite configuration.
Proof. As explained before, any 2-speed machine M can be normalized into a 2-speed
machineM0,1 (with speeds 0 and 1). This machine has for support machine the machine
M2. By Lem. 7, M2 runned from a finite initial configuration can produce at most a
finite number of collisions, and as a necessary (but no sufficient) condition for having ac-
cumulation is to contain an infinite number of signals/collisions in the diagram, it follows
that M2 cannot generate accumulation. Lemma 1 and Coro. 1 imply that neither M
0,1
nor M can produce accumulation. We conclude that no accumulation can be generated
by any 2-speed machine.
It has to be underlined that in the case of two signals, the rationality of speeds or
initial positions doesn’t play any role (the normalization of speeds a and b to speeds 0
and 1 can be done for any numbers a and b, rationals or not, and initial positions do not
need to be rational in the proof of Lem. 7). But the hypothesis of finitude of the initial
configuration is necessary.
Obviously, it is always possible to create an accumulation with only two speeds if we
consider infinite initial configurations: it is enough to place stationary signals such that
a (static) accumulation is present in the initial configuration e.g. an accumulation in 0
by placing a stationary signal at each position −1/n (this infinite initial configuration
remains rational). Then a right signal
−→
R (having speed 1) at position −2 will collide
all stationary signals before time 2, producing a (dynamic) accumulation at coordinates
(0, 2), as illustrated by Fig. 9 (wihere the rule used is {−→R , S} → {−→R }).
Figure 9: Accumulation with 2 speeds and an infinite initial configuration.
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4 Case of 3 speeds
We showed in the previous section that building an accumulation is easy with 4 speeds,
whereas it is impossible with only 2 distinct speeds. In this section, we study the border
case —accumulations with 3 speeds— and we show that two sub-cases have to be distin-
guished: one treating rational-like signal machines and the other one dealing with fully
irrational machines. The main result is that a 3-speed machineMcould produce accumu-
lations if and only ifM involves an irrational ratio (there exists an irrational ratio either
between two speed values or between two initial positions). First, we exhibate a simple
signal machine and an irrational configuration from which the machine produces an accu-
mulation: this is done by implementing a geometrical version of Euclid’s algorithm, and
by executing an infinite run of this algorithm. We also provide, with a slight modifica-
tion of this machine, an example of accumulation from a rational initial configuration and
with 3 speeds, one of them having an irrational value. In a second part, we prove that
any diagram of a 3-speed rational machine is included in some regular diagrams called
meshes; none of these meshes contain accumulation, and so neither does any diagram of
a 3-speed rational machine.
4.1 Case of irrational machines
Euclid’s algorithm is based on the computation of the remainder of two numbers, and
to implement it on signal machines, we use the geometrical computation of the modulo
of two reals values, as mentionned in Subsect. 2.2: starting with a configuration that
encodes some values a and b, we can obtain after some number of collisions the value
of a mod b, also encoded between two vertical signals. We describe below how we can
compute the greatest common divisor of two values by iterating the process of a modulo
computation, and we use the properties of Euclid’s algorithm to build an accumulation.
A 3-speed machine implementing Euclid’s algorithm. To provide an accumula-
tion with three speeds, we define a simple 3-speed machine,Mgcd. This machine computes
the greates common divisor of two values by implementing and following the steps of Eu-
clid’s algorithm.
Euclid’s algorithm, starting from two real numbers a and b (b ≤ a), defines the
sequences (an)n∈N and (bn)n∈N by the following recursion:{
a0 = a
b0 = b
et
{
an+1 = bn
bn+1 = an mod bn
.
This recursion also provides the sequence (rn)n∈N of remainders of the successive
euclidean divisions, given by rn = an mod bn, and the sequence (qn)n∈N of the quotients,
defined by qn = ab/bn. If the sequence (an)n∈N becomes equal to zero from one rank, then
the greatest an so that an 6= 0 is the greatest common divisor (gcd) of a and b. Otherwise,
the gcd of a and b is not defined.
This algorithm can be geometrically implemented by a 3-speed machine composed
by seven meta-signals (three of speed 0, two of speed 1 and two of speed −1) and eight
rules. We give in Fig. 10(a) the definition of such a machine Mgcd, and a run example is
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displayed in Fig. 10(b), which corresponds to the computation of gcd(8, 3) (coded by the
distance between the two remaining signals w0 at the very top of the diagram).
Meta-signal Speed
−→
zig,
−→
ZIG 1
w0, wa, wb 0
←−zag, ←−−ZAG −1
Collision rules
(1) { −→zig, wb } → { ←−zag, wb, −→ZIG }
(2) { w0, ←−zag } → { w0, −→zig }
(3) { wa, −→ZIG } → { ←−−ZAG }
(4) { wb, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG, wa }
(5) { −→zig, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−zag, wb }
(6) { −→ZIG, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG }
(7) { −→zig, wb, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG, w0 }
(8) { w0, ←−−ZAG } → { w0 }
(a) Meta-signals and rules of Mgcd.
w0 wb wa
−→zig
←−zag −
→
ZI
G
wb
−→zig
←−−ZAG−
→
ZI
G
←−zag
w0
←−−ZAG
←−−ZAG−→zig
←−zag
wb
−→zig
wa
w0 w0
a
b
gcd(a, b)
•(7)
•
(8)
(b) A run ofMgcd computing gcd(8, 3) = 1.
Figure 10: Meta-signals, rules and a run of the machine Mgcd.
As done in Subsect. 2.2, the stationary meta-signals (w0, wa and wb) are used to
encode two real numbers: the real value a (resp. b) is the distance between signals w0
and wa (resp. wb). In our geometrical version, the step an+1 = bn is implemented by
the rule (4) of Fig. 10(a) and the step bn+1 = an mod bn by the rule (5). Rules (7) and
(8) correspond to the two last collisions when the process halts, as shown in the top of
Fig. 10(b).
We denote by ca,b (a > b) the configuration using only four signals (including one
non-stationary signal) and respecting the previous encoding of the values between the
stationary signals: ca,b = { w0@0, −→zig@0, wb@b, wa@a }. The distance between w0 and
wa (resp. wb) is indeed a (resp. b).
Remark. Starting from a configuration having two stationary signals and one moving
(say to the right) from the first stationary signal to the second the time of a back-and-
forth depends on the distance d between the stationary signals and the speeds of the
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signals making the bounce. This is the cases here with a configuration ca,b, where
−→
zig
and ←−zag will make a back-and-forth between w0 and wb (resp. −→ZIG and ←−−ZAG making a
back-and-forth between w0 and wa). This time is equal to the sum of the time for the
right and left signal to reach the opposite wall and is given by (1 + 1) · d = 2d (remember
the speeds are 1 and −1). Note that in the general case of non-null speeds ν1 and −ν2,
the time of a back-and-forth is given by 1
ν1
d+ 1
ν2
d =
(
1
ν1
+ 1
ν2
)
·d = τ ·d, where τ = 1
ν1
+ 1
ν2
is the time a of unitary back-and-forth.
Let us describe briefly the evolution of Mgcd on such a configuration. Consider first
the case a mod b 6= 0. After signals −→ZIG (firstly −→zig) and←−−ZAG (firstly←−zag) have completed
the back-and-forth between w0 and wa, that is after the duration τa according to the
previous remark, the configuration has the same form than the initial configuration ca,b,
but now with the two walls wa and wb that have been moved to new positions. Indeed,
with respect to the rules, the initial wa has now disappeared, the initial wb has be turned
into wa by
←−−
ZAG and the collision between
−→
zig (which was bouncing between signals w0
and wb, being turned alternatively into
−→
zig and ←−zag) and ←−−ZAG has created a new wb, the
first wall w0 remaining unchanged. This process is displayed in Fig. 11(a).
If we call a′ (resp. b′) the distance between w0 and the new wa (resp. wb) as illustrated
by Fig. 11(a), the new configuration at time 2a is ca
′,b′ = {w0@0, −→zig@0, wb@b′, wa@a′}.
We have: 2a = k · 2b + 2r, where k ∈ N and 0 ≤ 2r < 2b (by definition of 2r which is
defined from the wall appearing between walls encoding b). So 2r is the remainder in the
Euclidean division of 2a by 2b: 2r = 2a mod 2b, that is r = a mod b. We have a′ = b and
b′ = r = a mod b 6= 0. Finally, from the configuration ca,b, we obtain after the duration
2a the configuration ca
′,b′ = cb,a mod b.
For the case r = 0 (i.e. when b divides a), the collision involving
←−−
ZAG and wb also
involves
−→
zig and the rule (7) is applied. The next collision necessarily happens between
w0 and
←−−
ZAG, and after the application of the rule (8) only two signals w0, spaced by the
distance b remains on the space.
By iterating the process and starting with a = a0 and b = b0, we can define the
sequences (an)n∈N and (bn)n∈N by identifying at each step of the process the distances
a, a′, b and b′ respectively with the values an, an+1, bn and bn+1. The sequences thus
obtained correspond to the ones defined by the double recursion of Euclid’s algorithm
with initial conditions a0 = a and b0 = b: we have an+1 = bn and bn+1 = an mod bn. If
for some n0, an0 is a multiple of bn0 , it means that
←−−
ZAG and wb will also collide with
−→
zig
into a triple collision. As mentionned above, rules (7) and (8) bring the process to a halt,
leaving two signals w0: the distance between them is the last non-null remainder and so,
it is the gcd of a0 and b0.
Non-termination of Euclid’s algorithm. To provide an accumulation, an infinite
number of collisions should take place in a finite time, and so this process should be infi-
nite. This means that we need to execute Euclid’s algorithm on some values a, and b such
that it doesn’t end. To achieve this, it is enough to use two incommensurate reals i.e., two
reals such that their ratio is irrational. Indeed, it is know from [Hardy and Wright, 1960,
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2b
2a
2r
a
b
b′
a′
(a) A step of the geometrical Euclid’s algorithm.
1
ϕ
(b) An accumulation with 3 speeds.
Figure 11: Achieving an accumulation with the machine Mgcd.
Th. 161, p. 136] that:
Euclid’s algorithm halts on inputs a and b ⇐⇒ a
b
∈ Q .
To obtain an infinite run, we set the values a = ϕ and b = 1, where ϕ = 1+
√
5
2
is the
golden number. The generated diagram is given by Fig. 11(b), and the corresponding
initial configuration is cϕ,10 = {w0@0,
−→
zig@0, wb@1, wa@ϕ}.
Executed on these inputs, the algorithm doesn’t terminate because a
b
= ϕ is irrational,
and it produces a sequence (rn)n∈N of remainders wich is striclty positive and decreasing
(by definition of the Euclidean division). Also, as ϕ satisfies ϕ = 1+ 1
ϕ
, the developement
of ϕ into a continued fraction is:
ϕ = 1 +
1
1 + 1
1+ 1
...
and it provides that qn = 1 for all n (see [Hardy and Wright, 1960, p. 134] for more
details on the link between continued fraction and Euclid’s algorithm).
Convergence of sum of an and limit of the sequence of collision times. We
prove here that the diagram of Fig. 11(b) indeed contains an accumulation. Starting
from a0 = a, b0 = b, by using the definition of an+1 = bn and bn+1 = rn and the relation
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an = bn · qn + rn for all n ∈ N, we can prove in the general case that for all n we have
an+2 ≤ 12an.
Indeed, we have:
an = bn · qn + rn
= an+1 · qn + bn+1 since an+1 = bn and bn+1 = rn ,
= (bn+1 · qn+1 + rn+1) · qn + bn+1
= bn+1(1 + qn+1 · qn) + rn+1 · qn
= an+2(1 + qn+1 · qn) + rn+1 · qn since an+2 = bn+1 ,
≥ 2an+2 + rn+1 because ∀n qn ≥ 1 .
We know that starting from a0 = ϕ and b0 = 1, since the ratio a0/b0 is irrational, the
algorithm doesn’t terminate and so we have rn > 0 for all n. We also have for all n
qn = 1. So in the case of inputs ϕ and 1, the previous inequality simply becomes:
an+2 <
1
2
an .
By a simple induction on n, we obtain ∀n ≥ 1, a2n < 12na0 and a2n+1 < 12na1. Finally:
n∑
i=0
ai =
bn/2c∑
i=0
a2i +
bn/2c∑
i=0
a2i+1
<
bn/2c∑
i=0
1
2i
· a0 +
bn/2c∑
i=0
1
2i
· a1
< a0 ·
bn/2c∑
i=0
1
2i
+ a1 ·
bn/2c∑
i=0
1
2i
and when n→∞, we get for the values a0 = ϕ and a1 = b0 = 1:
lim
n→∞
n∑
i=0
ai < 2 · (ϕ+ 1)
Since the series Σai is upper-bounded by 2·(ϕ+1), and has positive terms, the infinite
sum
∞∑
i=0
ai converges to a finite limit.
Each time a recursive step of the algorithm starts, at least one collision has occured
(in fact at least 3), and so each duration 2ai contains at least one collision (remember
that the value 2 is the coefficient of a back-and-forth duration, and it only depends on
the speeds, which values are here 1 and −1). More precisely, for all n ∈ N, there is a
collision occuring at coordinates (0, 2 ·
n∑
i=0
ai), and between time 2 ·
n∑
i=0
ai and 2 ·
n+1∑
i=0
ai,
there is only a finite number of collisions.
The total sum of these durations is given by t˜ =
∞∑
i=0
2ai and corresponds to the total
height of the construction. As we showed previsouly, the infinite sum
∞∑
i=0
ai is bounded
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by 2 · (ϕ + 1) and so t˜ is upper-bounded by 4 · (ϕ + 1). We can conclude that before
the finite time t˜, there is an infinite number of collisions, because there is at least one
collision occuring at each time t = 2 ·
n∑
i=0
ai < t˜. This implies by definition of the sequence
of collisions (Cn)n∈N (Def. 9), that the sequence of collision times is converging to t˜. In
the general case, t˜ is bounded by 2τ · (a0 + b0), where τ = 1ν1 + 1ν2 (for non-null speeds ν1
and ν2) and a0 and b0 are positive real numbers.
By Lem. 5, the diagram of Mgcd started on the initial configuration c
1,ϕ
0 contains an
accumulation happening at coordinates (0, t˜) i.e. it satisfies ct˜(0) = Z. More generally,
by using the property that Euclid’s algorithm halts on inputs a and b if and only if a
b
is
irrational, we obtain the following:
Lemma 8. The machine Mgcd produces an accumulation when executed from any initial
configuration ca,b0 satisfying
a
b
/∈ Q.
Remark. According to this lemma, ϕ can be replaced by any other irrational value
x (greater than 1): the machine Mgcd run from c
1,x
0 will also produce an accumulation.
Here, ϕ has been chosen because of the regularity of the resulted diagram, coming from
the fact that Euclid’s algorithm started on ϕ and 1 satisfies qn = 1 for all n.
We can also provide an accumulation by using M̂−1,0,13 , the support machine ofMgcd,
using only three meta-signals, and by running it on ĉ1,ϕ0 , the support configuration of
c1,ϕ0 . We obtain the diagram of Fig. 12(a), in which an accumulation happens at position
x = 1 and strictly before the time t˜ computed previsouly. Another example is displayed
by Fig. 12(b). The fact that these support diagrams contain an accumulation directly
follow by Coro. 1 and Lem. 8.
(a) Support diagram for c1,ϕ0 . (b) Another example.
Figure 12: Examples of supports diagrams for Mgcd with an accumulation.
Accumulation with an irrational speed and a rational initial configuration.
We can also provide an accumulation starting with a rational initial configuration, but
with a signal machine including meta-signals of irrational speed, which can be used to
create an irrational distance.
To achieve this, we start from the machineMgcd in which all speeds 1 are replaced by
speeds ϕ ∈ R r Q. This new machine Mϕgcd is given in Fig. 13(a). We can easily set an
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initial rational configuration so that, by using the fact that −1
ϕ
(the ratio between the two
non-zero speeds) is irrational, we obtain after two collisions an irrational configuration
wich can be used to run Euclid’s algorithm. We use a new meta-signal,
−−→
start, of speed
ϕ, and the rule {−−→start, ←−zag} → {←−zag, wb} to set a stationary signal wb at an irrational
position. Indeed, as illustrated by Fig. 13(b), if we start from the rational configuration
c0 = {w0@0, −−→start@0, ←−zag@1, wa@1}, a simple computation shows that the first collision
happens at the position x = 1
1+ϕ
= 1
ϕ
= ϕ − 1 and that the configuration at time 1
has the form c1,ϕ−11 = {w0@0,
−→
zig@0, wb@ϕ − 1, wa@1}, which is the required form
to start an infinite execution of the Euclid’s algorithm explained previously. In this
initialization, the irrational speeds is used to create an irrational distance from a rational
initial configuration. After the initialization, the process never halts because the ratio
1
ϕ−1 = ϕ is irrational, and because the rules of M
ϕ
gcd (except the one involving
−−→
start)
are the same than Mgcd. The sequence (an)n∈N is the same than the previous example,
but shifted by one step because of the initialization which sets the first values at a0 = 1
and a1 = ϕ − 1 (respectively to the values a1 and a2 of the previous example). An
accumulation is thus produced at position x = 0 and time t˜ = 1 + τ
∞∑
i=1
an, where τ is the
time of a unitary back-and-forth: it depends only on speeds and is given by τ = 1+ 1
ϕ
= ϕ.
The whole diagram is displayed in Fig. 13(c).
Meta-signal Speed
−→
zig,
−→
ZIG,
−−→
start ϕ
w0, wa, wb 0
←−zag, ←−−ZAG −1
Collision rules
{ −−→start, ←−zag } → { ←−zag, wb }
{ −→zig, wb } → { ←−zag, wb, −→ZIG }
{ w0, ←−zag } → { w0, −→zig }
{ wa, −→ZIG } → { ←−−ZAG }
{ wb, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG, wa }
{ −→zig, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−zag, wb }
{ −→ZIG, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG }
{ −→zig, wb, ←−−ZAG } → { ←−−ZAG, w0 }
{ w0, ←−−ZAG } → { w0 }
(a) Meta-signals and rules of Mϕgcd.
←−zag−−→start
←−zag
w0
w0 −→
zig
wb wa
1
ϕ− 1
(b) Creating an irrational dis-
tance.
(c) Infinite run.
Figure 13: Meta-signals, rules and an infinite run of the machine Mϕgcd.
With Lem. 8, we finally obtain:
Proposition 2. There exists 3-speed signal machines defined with an irrational ratio
between either two speeds or two of its initial positions, that produce accumulations.
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4.2 Case of rational-like machines
We show now that the existence of incommensurate values is a necessary condition for
accumulating with some 3-speed machine. This proof is done in two steps. First, we bring
back the study of any rational-like 3-speed machine to the study of a rational 3-speed
support machine (having speeds −1, 0 and a third rational speed ν). Second, we show
that the diagrams of a rational 3-speed support machine are included on some regular
structures —called meshes— that cannot contain any accumulation.
4.2.1 Normalization of speeds
In the same way that we did for 2-speed machines, we can reduce the problem of accu-
mulating with 3-speed machines to machines having speeds −1, 0 and ν where ν is a real
positive number.
Indeed, let Ma,b,c be a signal machine having only three distinct speeds a, b and c
with a < b < c. We define a machineM−1,0,ν , equivalent toMa,b,c. Consider the function
h : R→ R defined in Subsect. 2.3, with c = −1 and d = 0: h(x) = x
b−a − bb−a . We have
then f(a) = −1, f(b) = 0 and f(c) = c−b
b−a > 0. We call ν = f(c). By Lem. 1, since h is an
affine function of strictly positive ratio, diagrams ofMa,b,c andM−1,0,ν will be equivalent.
In particular, ifMa,b,c produces a space-time diagram including an accumulation,M−1,0,ν
will also produce a corresponding diagram including an accumulation.
In this section, we want to prove that no rational-like signal machine produces ac-
cumulation when started on rational-like initial configuration. As done for 2 speeds, for
any rational-like machine Ma,b,c, we will only consider by now the support signal ma-
chine M̂−1,0,ν of the machine M−1,0,ν , equivalent to Ma,b,c, where ν = c−b
b−a . The support
machine M̂−1,0,ν contains exactly 3 meta-signals: one for each speed amoung −1, 0 and
ν. Each collision rules of M̂−1,0,ν outputs the maximal possible number of meta-signals,
that is the 3 meta-signals of the machine.
Note that if Ma,b,c is rational-like, then M−1,0,ν is a rational machine: if all ratios
between a, b and c are rational, then ν will also be rational. Indeed, for any real non zero
numbers x, y, the following holds: x
y
∈ Q⇐⇒ x−y
y
∈ Q . Since ν = c−b
b−a =
c
b−a − bb−a , we
deduce that a
b
, a
c
∈ Q⇒ ν ∈ Q .
So we will express ν in the form of a fraction ν = p
q
where p and q are positive
coprimes integer, so that the fraction is irreducible (and positive since ν is). To simplify
the notation, we will noteMν3 orM
p/q
3 to designate M̂
−1,0,ν , the support machine having
the 3 rational speeds −1, 0 and ν = p
q
.
4.2.2 Meshes and diagrams
We construct a family of diagrams such that every diagram generated by the support
machine Mν3 is included in one diagram of the family. Since no diagram in the family
contains any ccumulation, the machine Mν3 cannot produce an accumulation. This is
done in two steps. In a first time, we show that diagrams obtained from a special form
of initial configurations eventually become periodic: we call such a diagram a mesh. In
a second time, we prove that any rational initial configuration c0 ofM
ν
3 can be extended
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into one of the configurations that produce meshes and so there exists a mesh which
includes the support diagram of the diagram started from c0.
Notions of strips and meshes. We first introduce strips, which are used as the basic
components of meshes. Recall that in this section, the speed ν is given by the rational
number p/q, where p, q ∈ N are coprimes.
Definition 13 (Strip). Let be x0, w ∈ R+. We call (p, q, x0, w)–Strip the diagram gen-
erated by Mν3 from the initial configuration:{
[
←−
L ,
−→
R ]@x0, S@x0 +
i
p+ q
· w, [←−L ,−→R ]@x0 + w
∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i ≤ p+ q} .
Figure 14(b) displays a (2
3
, 5, 0, 1)–Strip (the diagram has been croped on both sides,
signals leaving on both sides are supposed to propagate indefinitely).
The parameter x0 is the position of the begining of the strip i.e. the position of
the left-most stationary signal, and w is the total width of the strip (so the position of
the right-most stationary is x0 + w). Parameters p and q (remember that we have the
rational positive speed ν = p/q) provides p + q, which the number of subdivisions of
same length of the interval [x0;x0 + w]. This is the number of such subdivisions that
would have been created during the evolution of the machine without placing all the
initial stationary signals between the two extremal stationary signals, as illustrated by
Fig. 14(a). Intuitively, it corresponds to the minimal number of divisions of the strip
in equal parts so that all collisions between two signals
−→
R and
←−
L occurs exactly at the
position of a subdivision So by placing a stationary signal S at each such position in
the initial configuration every collision between
−→
R and
←−
L also involves S and is a triple
collision.
So there are p + q − 1 stationary signals between the left-most and the right-most
stationary signals, and their position are x0 +
i
p+q
·w for 1 ≤ i ≤ p+ q− 1. Including the
walls, a stationary signal S is set at each position x0 +
i
p+q
for 0 ≤ i ≤ p+ q. Figure 15(a)
gives the geometrical meanings of a strip parameters.
We first prove two lemmata, stating that the structure of a strip is regular: in the
central part of the strip, the diagram behaves with respect to a periodic pattern and
space outside the central part contains only parallel signals that will never collide.
Lemma 9. No collision can happen on the space outside the interval [x0;x0 + w] in a
(p, q, x, w)–Strip.
Proof. Any signal going crossing the left-most signal S, initially placed in x0 is necessarily
a signal
←−
L . By the form of the configuration c0, there is no signal placed before the
position x0 and since signals going on the left side of the first stationary signal are all
parallel, there is no possible collision on space before the position x0. The same happens
symetrically on the other side.
We show next that for proper parameters, a strip is a regular structure, composed by
a vertical grid with parallel signals leaving on both sides.
Lemma 10. Any (p, q, x0, w)–Strip becomes periodic on the interval [x0;x0 + w] after
the time tT =
q
p+q
· w. After this time, the period is given by T = w
p
.
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(a) An uncomplete strip. (b) A (2, 3, 0, 1)–Strip. (c) Zig-zag on one and two
subdivisions.
Figure 14: Basics structures for diagrams with 3 speeds.
This lemma means that for all t ≥ tT , for all x ∈ [x0;x0+w] we have: ct+T (x) = ct(x).
We cannot have a complete periodicity on the whole space because of signals leaving the
strip on both sides. That is why we restrict the study of a strip evolution to the interval
defined by the extremal stationary signals, that is the interval [x0;x0 + w].
Proof. Let us begin with a simple remark: for three signals S with same distance between
the two first and the two last signals, times of back-and-forth of signals
←−
L and
−→
R starting
both from the central S are the same, as illustrated by Fig. 14(c). Indeed, for two signals
S spaced by a distance l and a signal
−→
R of speed ν starting from the first S, it will take a
time νl to
−→
R for going the second S. After the collision,
−→
R makes a bounce on S and is
turned into a signal
←−
L (of speed −1), which will need a time 1 · l to go back to the first
S. The total time of the back-and-forth is νl+ l = (1 + ν)l. The symetric back-and-forth
(when starting with
←−
L from the right S) requires the same amount of time (1+ν)l. So for
three signals S so that the middle S is at distance l of the two other S, if one signal
←−
L and
one signal
−→
R leave the central S at the same time, since the time of a back-and-forth is
the same for both of them (because the distance to run is the same), they will collide with
the central S exactly at the same time and the collision involved will be a triple collision.
By the rules of a support machine, all possible signals will be output from this collision:−→
R and
←−
L will leave at the same time and the previous computation will apply again. So
from a triple collision, there will be a triple collisions after each duration (1+ν)l. For the
same reasons, this also holds for any number of signals S if two successive S are spaced
by the same distance. In the case of a (p, q, x0, w)–Strip, the speed is ν = pq , the distance
between S signals is given by w
p+q
and so the time of a back-and-forth in a subdivision is
(1 + p
q
) · w
p+q
= w
q
.
To claim that all collisions between a
−→
R signal and a
←−
L signal also involves a stationary
signal S, it remains to show that the collision between the two non-stationary signals of
the initial configuration happens exactly at the position of an initial S. Let us compute
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•
x0
w
p
q
p+ q subdivisions
(a) Parameters of a (p, q, x0, w)–Strip.
•
x0
w w w
p
q
p+ q subdivisions . . . p+ q subdivisions
(k times)
(b) Parameters of a (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh.
Figure 15: Parameters of strips and meshes.
the coordinates of this “central” collision between the initial
−→
R and
←−
L signals, initially
disposed at positions x0 and x0 + w. This coordinates (xC , tC) satisfy ν · tC + x0 =
−tC + x0 + w et xC = ν · tC + x0, that is xC = νν+1w + x0 and tC = wν+1 . Since ν = pq ,
we get xC =
p
p+q
w + x0 and tC =
q
p+q
w. So the position xC is
p
p+q
w + x0 and can indeed
be put in the form x0 +
i
p+q
w where 0 ≤ i ≤ n, which corresponds to the position of an
initial signal S.
With the remark made at the beginning of the proof, we can conclude that, from
the time tC , all collisions (except the ones happening on the two extremal walls) are
triple collisions. Thus the diagram become periodic between the two walls (i.e. between
positions x0 and x0 +w) after the time tT = tC , and the duration of a period is given by
the time of a back-and-forth i.e. T = w
q
.
Regarding the “external parts” of the strip, some signals are generated with a regular
spacing and propagate indefinitely. On the left part, signals
←−
L (moving on the left) are
all spaced by a distance d = (1 + p
q
) × w
p+q
, which is the distance covered by a signal
←−
L
during the time of a back-and-forth on a subdivision. On the right part, signals
−→
R are
all spaced by a horizontal distance d =
(1+ p
q
)·w·p
q(p+q)
.
In fact, the number p + q of subdivisions corresponds to 1/gcd
(
ν
ν+1
, 1
)
(note that
when ν is rationnal, this number is indeed an integer). This value is deduced from the
study of the coordinates of the collision C. Any other multiple of 1/gcd
(
ν
ν+1
, 1
)
for the
number of subdivisions also allows to get a strip which becomes perdiodic after the time
tT (the difference being that the subdivisions are more or less narrow in function of the
multiple chosen).
From strips that we use as elementary structures, we can now define a more general
and regular structure:
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Definition 14 (Mesh). Let be k ∈ N and x0, w ∈ R+. We call (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh a
diagram generated by Mν3 from the initial configuration:{
[
←−
L , S,
−→
R ]@x0 + l · w, S@x0 +
(
i
p+ q
+ j
)
· w
∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ l ≤ k, 0 < i < p+ q and 0 ≤ j < k} .
A (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh corresponds to k copies of a (p, q, x0, w)–Strip juxtaposed side
by side so that the walls of two glued copies are superposed. Since all copies have the
same parameters w (the width) and p + q (the number of equal subdivisions of w, also
the number of zig-zag substrips), their substrips have all the same width given by w
p+q
.
Note that a (p, q, x0, w)–Strip is a (p, q, x0, w, 1)–Mesh. A (2, 3, 0, 1, 3)–Mesh is
given in Fig. 16: it corresponds to three copies of the strip given in Fig. 14(b).
Figure 16: A (2, 3, 0, 1, 3)–Mesh.
The regularity of meshes can be deduced from the one of strips:
Lemma 11. Any (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh becomes periodic in the interval [x0;x0 + k · w],
with a period T = w
p
and after the time tT =
q
p+q
· w.
Proof. For all j ∈ J0; k − 1K, the configuration{
S@x0 +
(
i
p+ q
+ j
)
· w,←−L @x0 + j · w,−→R@x0 + j · w
∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i ≤ p+ q }
generates a (p, q, x0 + jw, w)–Strip (by definition of a strip). The initial configuration
corresponding to the (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh can be decomposed into such configurations
(with a junction at each position x = x0+j ·w). Since all these configurations correspond
to strips having all the same parameters, back-and-forths in all subdivisions take the same
duration. It follows from the proof of Lem. 10 that all collisions between signals
←−
L and−→
R also involve stationary signals S, including the ones at the junction of two strips of
the mesh. Since all strips are periodic with the same period from the same time tC , the
mesh is also periodic. Its period is the same that the strips and is given by Lem. 10: the
(p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh is perdiodic in the interval [x0;x0 + k ·w] with a period T = wp and
from the time tT =
q
p+q
· w.
One essential consequence of this lemma is the following corollary:
Corollary 3. No accumulation can occur on a (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh.
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Proof. Because of Lem. 9, we just need to show that no accumulation occurs in the
interval [x0;x0 + k · w]. By Lem. 11, any mesh becomes periodic of period T = wp , after
a finite time tT . There is only a finite number of collisions before the time tT . For any
time t > tT , there can be only of finite number of collisions happening during the time
interval [t; t+T ]. Since a necessary condition for having an accumulation is the existence
of a time interval during which an infinite number of collision occurs, no accumulation
can appear in a mesh.
Inclusion in a mesh. We show here that for any finite initial configuration c0 having
only rational ratio between distances, there is a configuration cmesh0 of a mesh S so that
c0 is included in c
mesh
0 . It will follow directly that the whole diagram generated from c0
is entirely included in S. Figure 17 illustrates this idea, by providing an example of an
arbitrary diagram and a mesh that includes the whole arbitrary diagram (extremal initial
positions of the diagram of Fig. 17(a) match with those of Fig. 17(b)).
(a) Diagram D from an arbitrary initial configuration.
(b) The corresponding mesh S.
Figure 17: A diagram of Mν3 and a mesh which includes it.
Lemma 12. For every space-time diagram D generated by Mν3 from a finite initial con-
figuration having only rational ratio between distances, there exist k ∈ N and x0, w ∈ R
so that D is included in a (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh.
Proof. Let c0 be a finite rational-like initial configuration i.e. c0 = {σi@xi | xi ∈ R}1≤i≤m
where x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . . ≤ xm and so that for all i, j, l ∈ J0;mK the value xi−xjxj−xl (xj 6= xl) is
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rational. Let D be a diagram generated by Mν3 from c0. Let us show that D is included
in S, the (p, q, x0, w, k)–Mesh with parameters:
• w = gcd(x1 − x0, x2 − x1, . . . , xm − xm−1),
• k = xm−x0
w
.
These parameters are indeed valid parameters for a mesh: w ∈ R+ is well-defined
because all ratios between distances in c0 are rational (and is positive); and k ∈ N by
definition of w. Note that S starts from the configuration cS0 defined by:{
[
←−
L , S,
−→
R ]@x0 + l · w, S@x0 +
(
i
p+q
+ j
)
· w
∣∣∣ 0 ≤ l ≤ k, 0 < i < p+ q, 0 ≤ j < k} .
It is enough to show that c0 is included in c
S
0 i.e. any signal σi of c0 at position xi is
also present in cS0 at the same position xi. To prove this fact, we show that the position
xi can be written xi = x0 + l · w, where 0 ≤ l ≤ k. Since there are always the three
signals (
←−
L , S,
−→
R ) at each of these positions, we don’t have to distinguish some subcases,
according to σ is either a signal S,
←−
L or
−→
R .
The position xi can be written xi = x0 + l · w. Indeed, the value w divides xi − x0
because w = gcd(x1 − x0, x2 − x1, . . . , xm − xm−1), and it follows that there exists l ∈ N
such that xi − x0 = l · w, that is: xi = x0 + l · w. Now let us show that l satisfies the
inequality of the definition of cmesh0 i.e. that we have 0 ≤ l ≤ k. For i ∈ J0;mK, we have:
0 ≤ xi − x0 ≤ xm − x0
0 ≤ l · w ≤ xm − x0
0 ≤ l ≤ xm−x0
w
since w > 0,
0 ≤ l ≤ k by definition of k.
So any signal σ at position xi in c0 is also an initial signal in c
S
0 . SinceM
ν
3 is a support
machine, it follows directly that D is included in the mesh S.
We finally obtain:
Theorem 1. No 3-speed rational-like signal machine can produce accumulation when
started from a rational-like initial configuration.
Proof. As mentionned in the paragraph on normalizations, every 3-speed rational-like
signal machineM can be reduced to a 3-speed machine having only rational speeds (−1,
0 and ν) and whom support machine is Mν3. It holds by Coro. 1 that if M
ν
3 started
from a configuration doesn’t generate accumulations, then neither doesM (started from
the same configuration). By Lemma 12, every diagram generated by Mν3 started from a
rational-like configuration is included in a mesh ofMν3, and since a mesh doesn’t contain
accumulation by Coro. 3, it follows that no accumulation can appear in any diagram of
Mν3, and so, also in any diagram of M started from a rational-like configuration.
5 Conclusion
We have shown that 2-speed signal machines can’t have accumulations and that 4-speed
can freely create accumulations. Three-speed signal machines can only accumulate if there
is an irrational ratio between speeds or between distances in the initial configuration.
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The computing power of 2-speed signal machines is very limited since the length of
a computation is at most quadratic in the number of signals in the initial configuration.
The last constructions in [Durand-Lose, 2011], provides a Turing-universal signal machine
with four speeds. The case of 3 speeds has been studied in [Durand-Lose, 2013]: the same
dichotomy arises. In the rational-like case, the dynamics is cyclic with bounded transient
time and period; otherwise, any Turing machine could be simulated. We conjecture that
there is a similar dichotomy for hypercomputation.
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